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introduction

About the Groove in “1, 2, Let’s All Groove!” 
Remember being fully engaged in an activity, feeling excited and eager to learn?  
Well, that’s being in “the groove!”  It’s a spirit of enthusiasm and inspiration - one that 
facilitators and participants share when everyone’s totally engaged - it’s that groove!

Rhythm grooving is a universal energizer - over all the world, all people, of all ages, 
respond positively to rhythm.  And, rhythm is a positive learning-enhancer that can 
be used by every teacher, and every kind of facilitator.  Rhythm has been scientifically 
proven to contribute to rich and successful learning environments (see p. 12).  If you’re 
a classroom teacher or group facilitator who has tended to shy away from music and/
or rhythm for lack of formal training - this book is for you!  The engaging, practical and 
accessible material you’ll find here will enable you to embody the energy, excitement 
and spirited learning of rhythm 
activities - we guarantee it! 

Here’s an equation I’ve tested and proven in facilitating hundreds of school programs 
to date:  Learning energy is inversely related to classroom management energy.

In other words, the more intensely students are engaged in what’s being presented, 
(“learning energy”) the less energy needs to go into managing classroom behavior and 
focus. 

Just this year, I spent six months using rhythm-based learning with children in grades 
1 through 8 and continue to verify the fact: rhythm keeps the learning energy high.  
For sure, at times I had to add management energy to the mix, but even then, rhythm 
remains a top engager - right up there with magic!  And, it can be like magic to see the 
way rhythm tightly correlates with social, emotional and academic development.

We’re enthusiastic about encouraging you to learn and incorporate drumming and 
rhythm - and about giving you an easy way to do it.  At the same time, to be 
successful teachers and facilitators, we know we need a smart combination of many 
effective tools.  Rhythm is one of those tools.  We know you’ll bring rhythm into the 
right situation just as you do with every other excellent activity. Rhythm is an 
outstanding, proven, and easy-to-use learning enhancer.

It is our desire to see every learner tap into the joy, inspiration and life affirming 
energy inherent in rhythm.

“A good groove releases adrenaline in your body. You feel uplifted, you feel centered, you 
feel calm, you feel powerful. You feel that energy. That’s what good drumming is all about.” 

Mickey Hart | Mickey is best known as a one of the drummers for the Grateful Dead. 
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Who's this book for?
1, 2, Let’s All Groove! is for everyone who wants to enjoy and employ rhythm as a 
learning and group facilitation enhancer.  It’s for every level of music and/or rhythm 
practitioner - from “never touched a drum” to “I rock all the time.”  From “I’m not a 
‘music’ teacher” to “I’ve taught music all my life.”  Whether you teach in a classroom 
or facilitate rhythm programs, you’ll find valuable information and concrete  
instructions to help you easily incorporate rhythm’s powerful learning and  
engagement benefits in your work with “youth” of all ages! 

“1, 2, Lets All Groove!” is perfect for:
Classroom teachers•	
Music teachers•	
Large or Small Group facilitators •	
Camp Counselors•	
Youth Group Leaders•	
Anyone who wants to add the tool of rhythm to their toolbox!•	

how do i use 1, 2, Lets all groove?
This can be a great skimming book, or a super in-depth read. 

Want a •	 new activity real-quick?  Jump right to Activities (p. 32). 
To get your groove skills on, go to •	 Groove your Groove  (p. 25).  If you’re 

 musical or rhythm experience is zero or limited, you’ll be ready for rhythm  
 activities using our guaranteed “get-in-the-groove” methods.  If you already  
 feel confident in your personal groove, skip this section and go right to 
 Activities.

Want scientific facts that will help you •	 tie rhythm to the educational process?  
Hang out in Learning Standards and Theory (p. 11) and get excited about  
educational studies and the rhythm connection.
In the•	  Activities sections, you’ll find links to online videos to help optimize your 
groove journey.  Access all this downloadable content at:   

     

Note: If you own a copy of Rhythm Play! you’ll see updates here of a few familiar 
activities, along with dozens more brand-new experiences.

X8 Drums
I was well aware of X8 Drums and knew them to be one of the finest resources in the 
drum and percussion world.  When the company moved from the East Coast to Austin, 
I had the great pleasure and privilege to meet the highly creative founders and owners, 
Mark and Kristin Stancato (thank you, Nina Rodriguez!).  We soon found our interests 
aligned and I became the first X8 Drums endorsed facilitator.  When you see me 
referring you to X8 Drums percussion gear, you’ll know it’s not only because I’m 
proud to be part of the “family,” but because when it comes to superb customer 
care, quality, and pricing, X8 Drums is simply...tops.  
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meet the author, Kenya solomon masala
As co-director, with my wife Gabriela, of Source Consulting Group, LLC, my main focus 
for the past fifteen years has been organizational development and training.  Before 
this, in my work with young people as a certified Kindergarten through 8th grade 
teacher, I kept experiencing vivid “aha” moments - times of being “lit up.”  I would 
always ask, “How can these experiences be used to light up others?”  My very first 
hand drum lesson with Kulu Spiegel twenty-five years ago brought a direct, 
life-changing answer: rhythm is a way to light up learners! 

Since that moment, I’ve been integrating rhythm into all kinds of learning and training 
environments.  Along with continuing a focused study of West African and Brazilian 
percussion, I’ve developed and conducted hundreds of interactive rhythm trainings for 
teachers, facilitators, children and youth.  

I’ve also been privileged to design, direct and produce the only US-based interactive 
rhythm show, ZaBoomBa: http://www.x8interactivedrumming.com/zaboomba/.

It’s been my great fortune through the years to learn from Kulu Spiegel, Bruce Rudolph, 
Martin Klabunde, Fara Tolno, Robert Patterson (Jacare), Michael Spiro, Jorge Alabe, 
Jorge Martins, Marcio Peeter, Cliff Berrien, Dave Holland, Arthur Hull, Kalani, Christine 
Stevens, Dale Monnin, and Warren Lieberman (to name just a few!).  For me, studying 
and sharing rhythm has long been - and still is - a passion and a source of deep joy!
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Who is We?
As you journey through 1, 2, Let’s All Groove! the “we” you see will mean the Source 
Consulting Group and X8 Interactive Drumming teams.  An “I” will tell you it’s my 
personal experience.

Why call it groovy?
Just for fun, a bit of groovy history:  it’s old-school jazz-speak.  The Oxford Dictionary 
of Modern Slang says:  Groovy  Playing, or capable of playing, jazz or similar music with 
fluent inspiration. (1937 —).1

“The first to be in the groove were African-American jazz musicians, early in the 1930s. 
They are no longer around to tell us where this groove came from, but scholars have 
speculated. “The jazz musicians gave no grandstand performances,” wrote an admiring 
reviewer in 1933, “they simply got a great burn from playing in the groove.”2 

And, there are tons more ways to say groovy.  Indeed, your students, (even your 
friends) may call it:  cool, awesome, excellent, funky, sweeet, rad, gnarly, wicked, 
tight, ah-ight (alright), def, boss, far-out, smooth and off the chain.  For even more fun, 
go to the Online Slang Dictionary and use the thesaurus for words meaning ‘cool.’
http://onlineslangdictionary.com

Fun is Key!
We invite you to use the book as a tool for bringing the joy of rhythmic expression to 
life.  You may read it cover-to-cover, or simply go to specific sections for the info you 
seek.  Either way, have fun with it!  Jump in and explore - we promise you’ll find 
unexpected rewards.

Questions?
We’d love to answer them!  
Email: Solomon@X8InteractiveDrumming.com
Visit: www.X8InteractiveDrumming.com

Here’s to the groove!
K. Solomon Masala
Austin, TX January 2013

1 http://www.answers.com/topic/groovy#ixzz2HJcFrvrq 
2 http://www.answers.com/topic/groovy
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DiscLaimEr

We’ve got to say it…
K. Solomon Masala, his heirs, assigns, contractors, family and associates cannot in any 
way be held responsible, accountable or otherwise legally bound in any way for any 
bodily or emotional harm, injury or death that may result from use of the information, 
ideas, suggestions and activities contained herein. 

By purchasing and reading this book in any form (hard copy or electronic), and using, 
attempting to use or in any way causing another to use (facilitating, setting up and/or 
running) the activities contained herein, you hereby assume all and total responsibility, 
legal and otherwise, for the outcomes of using the information, ideas, suggestions and 
activities contained herein.   

By purchasing and/or reading this book in any form (hard copy or electronic), and 
using, attempting to use or in any way causing another to use (facilitating, setting up 
and/or running) the activities contained herein, you are agreeing that you will use 
these ideas suggestions and activities with all the necessary physical and emotional 
safety considerations and actions already in place, and are completely legally and 
otherwise responsible for the outcomes related to the information, ideas, suggestions 
and activities contained herein. 

There’s certainly nothing dangerous about what’s in this book, it’s just standard 
procedure to say this.  Ok – 1, 2, let’s go groove!
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“Who Feels it Knows it.”
Bob Marley

chapter 1
 

learning Standards 
and Theory
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is there science behind using rhythm to enhance learning?  
The short answer is yes.  In this chapter you’ll have ample opportunities to see the 
evidence.  For instance, with associates from University of Cambridge, Tal-Chen 
Rabinowitch discovered that children ( 8-11), after being randomly assigned to take 
part in interactive games using music and rhythm, “significantly increased in empathy 
compared to a control group that participated in only non-musical interactive games.”3  
The study, Musical Games and Empathy involved activities that happened weekly for a 
full academic year and was published on line in Psychology of Music.  
Download the full study here: http://bit.ly/18e8pr2
This is real science with real outcomes.  

We understand it: if you’re working with children, the activities you choose must not 
only engage them as learners, but must cover curricular requirements.  We appreciate 
this essential need - it’s why we’ve mapped each activity to an educational standard.  
You’ll see the standard referenced at the start of each activity description.  Even if you 
are not in a classroom teaching role, educational standards help you to know - and to 
show - that you are providing and reinforcing real learning.  

Learning stanDarDs
We trust and incorporate science-based educational standards because the data 
reveals precisely which experiences have been proven to support learners’ success.  
We want you to be able to trust our activities, knowing you’re using solid educational 
content as you design programming for maximum learning and engagement.

Our activities incorporate the following National Standards for Music Education.  You 
can learn more about each standard here:  http://musiced.nafme.org.

Singing, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.1.	
Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.2.	
Improvising melodies, variations, and accompaniments.3.	
Composing and arranging music within specified guidelines.4.	
Reading and notating music.*5.	
Listening to, analyzing, and describing music.6.	
Evaluating music and music performances.**7.	
Understanding relationships between music, other arts, and disciplines outside 8.	
arts.
Understanding music in relation to history and culture.9.	

* Number 5 is intentionally left out of our activities.  Reading music can be a useful 
(and in many cases necessary) skill, but our focus is to show you how to make rhythmic 
music (and song!) without ever reading a note of music.

I can personally affirm that even in the absence of formal musical training, a journey 
of music expression, exploration, and facilitation can be enjoyed.  For the past 
twenty years, I’ve been studying Brazilian and West African percussion, performing it, 
recording (2 albums produced, working on the 3rd), and facilitating rhythm/drumming 
experiences - all without knowing how to read music.  We definitely respect the skill of 
reading music, however, which is why we’ve included Western Notation in the book.
3 http://www.uclartsandhealing.net/viewannouncement.aspx?ID=49
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**We’ve also given minimal focus to Number 7.  Learning to evaluate is an excellent 
life skill, yet at times it can contribute to an atmosphere of “better than/less than.”  
We’re about engagement and inspiration, rather than comparison.  We want the 
learning environment to be optimally encouraging for everyone, and we believe you 
do, too.

rhythm and moves
A PDF file from Rhythm and Moves outlines the K-8 Achievement Standards.  Access it 
here:  http://bit.ly/17AXsgq.   With a 25 year track record integrating musical learning 
with physical education, these folks are an excellent resource:  
www.rhythmandmoves.com.
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“i pledge my allegiance  | to rhythm and sound | music is my medicine.”
Black Eyed Peas

 chapter 2 

Getting Ready
to Groove Your Groove
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get your groove on!
It happens every time: I’m about to begin facilitating a rhythm program and at least 
one person will toss out a comment such as, “Oh, but I can’t do this - I have no 
rhythm!”   Over the years though, I’ve yet to meet a person who truly has no rhythm.  
Even people who may at first hear or feel the rhythm differently, come around to a 
solid groove with just a little practice - even as little as 30 minutes worth. 

Whether or not you rank yourself along the narrow spectrum of zero to little groove 
capability, whether you’ve had minimal musical experience or a lot, you’re in the right 
section.  The super-simple exercises here are guaranteed to get you connected to 
rhythm in a way you may not have experienced before.  I stress simple because some 
exercises will take you only 5 or 10 minutes to do.  And, you can practice at home or 
wherever music is playing -  you can even do some of them (safely!) in the car.

If I were in front of you, I’d be rubbing my palms together with a big smile - I love 
proving that we all have an internal sense of rhythm and I love helping people tap 
into their ‘inner drummer.’ We all have one.

As with anything new, the exercises may feel unusual at first.  Please stick with it - 
these techniques will help you become a solid groover - and if you already are one, 
you’re sure to improve.  

The exercises that follow are designed to connect with your internal metronome - the 
internal sense of pulse, where every groove begins.  Here’s my audacious claim:  if you 
do at least one of these exercises for 10 minutes every day for 2 weeks straight, you 
will delightfully transform your relationship to rhythm.  The exercises increase in 
complexity as they progress.  

Download for Free
Get free MP3’s of the exercises: 
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groovE EXErcisEs 

Groove Practice 1 | Begin at the Beginning: aBC's
Time:  5 minutes per day (more time speeds up results)

Steps
A place to begin, but don’t be fooled by its simplicity - this is a super-effective way 
to tune into rhythm.  
1)    Find a private place, or a place where you feel comfortable speaking out loud.  
2)    Take a deep breath.
3)    Begin clapping your hands at a medium pace – not too fast, not too slow.
4)    Recite the ABC song to the beat of your clapping.  The good ol’ ABC’s, you know  
        the song: A-B-C-D-E-F-G and so on.  They key here is to just relax and clap to the 
        pulse of  your reciting the alphabet.  If you pause on ‘G’ or hit 5 claps on ‘L-M-N-    
        O-P,’ that’s totally fine.
5)    When you get to Z, take a breath and do it again.  
6)    After 2-3 warm-up rounds, see if you can maintain the constant pulse clap even 
        through ‘G, L-M-N-O-P, S, V, W and X.’  For L-M-N-O-P, here’s  a tip – you will clap 
        on L, N, and P.  
7)    Now try this, slow your tempo (speed) and clap when you say every other letter.  
        It’s easier than it sounds: 

Say & Clap Say (No clap) Say & Clap Say (No clap) Say & Clap Say (No clap)
a B C D E F and so on

     
9)    If you get confused, slow it down, take a breath, and start again.  
10)  After a few rounds, as you get comfortable, begin to vary the tempo of your 
        clapping and explore; how fast can you say it and stay on the beat?

More:
•  Try clapping on every two letters, then every three,  etc.   
•  Say the word ‘and’ in between  
    each letter – and clap either on 
    the letter or on the word ‘and.’

This is also a great activity to do 
with children from 3-5 years old.
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"Let the rhythm move you..."
C and C Music Factory 

 chapter 3 

aCTIVITIES 
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"When's the best time to use 'this' activity?"  

It’s a question I’m asked nearly every time I lead a facilitator training.  And my 
answer nearly every time is, “When you need it!”  

It may sound funny, yet it’s true - certain activities are geared to a rhythm circle, 
others are perfect for class transitions, others for bringing students into “learning 
mode,” while still others are excellent for social-emotional development, or math, 
social studies, etc. 

The activities here are designed and organized to give a clear sense of where and 
when each can be used.  We even offer modifications to help them better fit your 
particular scenario.

You can also base your choice of an activity on the specific learning standard it 
incorporates.  You’ll see the standards at the top of each description.
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an interactive rhythm Experience "Lesson Plan"
Below, you’ll see a sample 45-minute, field-tested lesson plan; a guideline for you to 
use in structuring a rhythm experience.  We invite you to modify our format to match 
your own criteria - including the amount of time you have as well as the “rhythm” of 
your group.  You best know the decisive moment when good focus and good work have 
been done and the learning energy calls for a shift in activity.  Thus there will be times 
when you use just a single component and other times, the entire “plan.”  The timings 
we list are general and will vary with your situation.

5 minutes | intro: a Kinesthetic song (p. 37) 
As the name suggests, kinesthetic songs are accompanied by movement  - clapping 
and/or stamping and/or - best of all - energetic full-body movement that gets 
increasingly vigorous as the set goes on.  As an anticipatory set, the kinesthetic song 
serves to invite students into the learning-through-rhythm mode, listening and sensing.  
You can add movement to almost any song, so choose your favorites.  For young ones, 
even simple songs like “Mary Had a Little Lamb” can be activated with miming and/or 
by adding claps and a simple step to the cadence.

We’ve chosen well-known tunes (many adapted from classic camp songs), so you and 
your group will be groovin’ in no time.  

10 minutes | Warm Up: Percussion activity (p. 55)
Warm up activities serve the areas of social-emotional learning (SEL), developing 
listening skills and rhythm awareness.  Everyone gets the same type of percussion 
instrument - no drums are used.  For younger players (4-6yrs), the activity might be 
extended beyond 10 minutes, to become the core of a rhythm session. 

20 minutes | rhythm core: community Jam (p. 81) or rhythm (p. 116)
This is where the drums come out for a classroom jam, or learning a specific rhythm.

10 minutes | closure 
An important step.  First, empower participants to assist with putting instruments 
away.  Next, reflection is vital: take time to name (reinforce) positive social-emotional 
behaviors.  For example: 

“I observed people truly listening to each other today.”
“Our jam rocked today because you were cooperating beautifully.”
“Wow, the groove feels good when we work together - that’s respect y’all!”

Open a dialogue to have participants reflect on what worked and what they 
experienced.  If there is time, do another (perhaps less energetic!) kinesthetic song.
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Kinesthetic songs

As the name suggests, kinesthetic songs are accompanied by movement: clap-
ping and/or stamping and/or - best of all - energetic full-body movement that gets 
increasingly vigorous as the set goes on.  As an anticipatory set, the kinesthetic 
song serves to invite students into the learning-through-rhythm mode, listening 
and sensing.   

Some of our favorite songs will be found in this section, and many are adaptations 

of classic camp songs so they’ll be very easy to learn!  

To watch these in action, go to: 

Download for Free
Get free MP3’s of the pulse at 3 tempos for use as a guide when doing the activities:
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The Vista

Learning Standard(s):    Performing, alone/with others, a varied repertoire of music.
        Improvising melodies, variations, and accompaniments. 

Group Size:    Minimum = 2   Maximum = Facilitator’s choice   
Formation:    Circle or Conglomerate, Standing
Age Level:       All
Time:               5 minutes  

INSTRUCTIONS
For this “nonsense-word” call-and-response song, your group repeats your exact 
“words” (they’re mostly phonemes) along with your inflections and movements - the 
sillier the better!

Start with a nice, slow pulse, alternating clapping hands with patting thighs.  (Clap-pat-
clap-pat-clap-pat).  It may be tricky for some participants at first, but they’ll all have 
fun playing  - and everyone will get it.

We often sing it this way: 
1) Koma-la-da, koma-la-da, koma-la-da, vis-ta! 
2) Oh, no, no, no, not-the-vis-ta
3) Eeeny, meeny, des-a-meeny, x-a-meeny, sa-la-meeny
4) Eeeny, meeny, des-a-meeny, oooh-wal-a-walla
5) Bee, diddley, oh-t‘n, doe-t’n, bo-bope, skedeet-‘n, daaht-‘n

This is a variation a few youth participants created:
1) Eat-a-la-ta, eat-a-la-ta, eat-a-la-ta, piz-za! 
2) Oh, no, no, no, too much piz-za!
3) Eeeny, meeny, des-a-meeny, x-a-meeny, sa-la-man-der!
4) Eeeny, meeny, des-a-meeny, oooh-wal-a-walla!
5) Bee, diddley, oh-t‘n, doe-t’n, bo-bope, skedeet-‘n, daaht-‘n

With each round the pulse speeds up until the “words” get so slurred they sound even 
more like jibberish!  Though you’ll be starting slow, you may be amazed at how fast 
students can eventually go.  

NOTES & VARIATIONS
This popular camp song has been around a long time, but where it first came from 
and why it’s called “The Vista”, I’ve yet to discover. I learned this version years ago at 
Upland Hills Farm Camp (shout out!). The variations are limitless and making up the 
nonsense-words is part of the fun for you, and your group.  

Another plus: with “The Vista,” students naturally tune in to pulse and polyrhythm, 
without your calling it ‘polyrhythm’ or specifically teaching it (at least initially).   
Eventually, you can ask for volunteers to lead the rounds. 
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Che Che Kule (CHAY-chay-KOO-lay)

Learning Standard(s):    Performing, alone/with others, a varied repertoire of music.
Educational Standard:   Improvising melodies, variations, and accompaniments.  

Group Size:    Minimum = 2   Maximum = Facilitator’s choice  
Formation:    Circle or Conglomerate, Standing
Age Level:      5-11
Time:               5 minutes  

INSTRUCTIONS
This song from Ghana is another classic call-and-response (you sing a line and do a 
movement, your group echoes the response, imitating your movement).  Watch it on-
line to hear the song and see the movements in action.  

Chay Chay Coo-lay
Shake your head laterally side to side (bending your neck so your ears move towards 
your shoulders).

Chay Ko-fee-sa
Hold hands above head, quickly rolling palm over palm.

Ko-fee-sa Lang-ga
Hold arms outstretched to the sides, and shake or “shimmy” your shoulders.

Lang-ga too Lang-ga
Put hands on hips, wiggle hips side to side.

Aaay-a-yeah-deh
Quickly kick feet out in front as if kicking a ball, left-right, left-right.

After the last line, clap four times to the pulse, then start again from the top.

Start slowly and increase the tempo with each round until everyone’s out of breath or 
you can tell it’s just too fast.

NOTES & VARIATIONS
Once your participants have learned the song, you can split them into two groups - one 
jams on instruments and the other does the movement and song - and then switch.  

When adding instruments, be sure to keep the pulse with a cowbell or jam block so 
you can guide the tempo of the groove.
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Instant Replay 

Learning Standard(s):     Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied 
         repertoire of music.
Educational Standard:    Composing and arranging music within specified guidelines.
Educational Standard:    Improvising melodies, variations, and accompaniments.

Group Size:    Minimum = 2   Maximum = 20  
Formation:    Large Circle, Sitting or Standing
Age Level:      5-12
Time:               5-10 minutes

INSTRUMENTS
1 pair of sticks per person 
We specify drumsticks here, but Instant Replay will work with just about any 
instruments you have, including multiple instruments.

INSTRUCTIONS
1)  Set and hold a pulse with bell or claves, and invite participants to join.

2)  Keep a tempo that’s energized, yet slow enough for the group to lock in.

4)  Instant Replay goes like this:
Keeping with the pulse, the designated leader makes a fun movement  •	
(“dances”) into the center and after creatively calling out her/his name, rejoins 
the circle.
Immediately, still keeping the pulse, everyone moves toward the center,  •	
imitating (as nearly as possible) the leader’s movements and the intonation  
in calling out her/his name.
Next, the person to the leader’s left or right jumps, dances, moves, grooves •	
into the center, calls out her/his name and returns, after which everyone again 
moves toward the center, imitating her/his movements and voice.
Continue around the circle until everyone has had a turn.•	

NOTES & VARIATIONS
Along with being a fun warm up, “Instant Replay” helps develop pulse-keeping and 
listening abilities as well as encouraging creative improvisation and group 
collaboration.

If your group is large, one round may be plenty to maximize the engagement energy.  
If it’s small, you can go two rounds and take up the tempo, or invite participants to 
create a new introduction/movement for the second round.
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“We’re jammin’, We’re  jammin’, We’re  jammin’, We’re jammin’, 
We’re  jammin’, We’re  jammin’, We’re jammin’, We’re jammin’;

hope you like jammin’, too”
Bob Marley

chapter 4

Jam Facilitation
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community Jams
Imagine a rhythm session or class where everyone’s on instruments and everyone’s 
enthusiastically grooving.  Each voice is represented on their instrument, and the 
improvisation is making the rhythm sweet.  That’s a Community Jam!  It’s a musical 
experience that’s lively and enlivening for every member of the community (a learning 
group is a “community”), across all ages, skill levels and instruments.  It’s an experience 
that’s both improvisational and guided - by you, the Jam Facilitator.  We say 
“Community Jam” (or just ‘jam’) instead of “Drum Circle” (another common name) 
because we like to emphasize the community-building aspect and also because the 
term covers a whole spectrum of sessions - from jams that have no drums or even no 
instruments, to ones where players are in formations other than circles.  No matter the 
scenario, the same facilitator techniques and skills, and the same spirit of improv and 
engagement, apply.

THE InTEnTIon
Typically, when facilitating a jam at the front of a group or in the center of a circle, 
the function is similar to a “conductor.”  But the intention of a jam facilitator differs 
significantly from a conductor’s.  While the conductor’s aim is to see to it that the 
music is played in a very precise and organized way, a jam facilitator’s intention is to 
encourage everyone’s authentic creativity and to generate spontaneous, playful and 
energetic participation.  In a jam, “precision” is really just keeping the pulse (beat) 
steady.

With this welcoming spirit of engagement, Community Jams provide a context for 
people of all ages to explore and experiment - to tap their innate music-making delight 
and bring their own approach to playing whatever instrument is in hand.  All this while 
receiving minimal guidance.  A skilled facilitator’s core task is helping everyone get and 
stay in the groove while encouraging a creative, playful atmosphere. 

In learning settings, guiding a jam isn’t so much about “instruction” as it is an 
opportunity to explore the affective skills of active listening, cooperation, and synergy.  
It’s also an opportunity to reinforce a powerful learning concept: success.*  No matter 
the setting, a skilled jam facilitator helps participants set themselves up for success.  
You know you’ve done an excellent facilitation when, at the end of a jam, participants 
feel they’ve accomplished something wonderful - all on their own!  

* Community jams are perfect for reinforcing key affective and prevention skills as 
noted in the section on Social Development Strategy (p. 18).

Keys to FaCIlITaTInG Jams
Skillful jam facilitating uses its own vocabulary - a “body vocabulary.”   Body Vocabulary 
Signals (BVS) are a set of non-verbal, universal signals used to facilitate the groove.  

Before we jump into the physical, let’s check the affective - the attitude or spirit we 
bring to facilitating.  The following key principles of effective jam facilitating (and all 
facilitating) are what make the Body Vocabulary Signals - effective!  
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Jam games

The following are activities especially created for use in Community Jams.  
Reviewing the sections on Body Vocabulary Signals (BVS, p. 85) and Sculpting (p. 91, 
92) will help make these instructions clearer to you.

Basic rhythm tErminoLogy 
We’ve tailored our definitions specifically for groove-jams, so they may vary somewhat 
from formal musical definitions.

Pulse | The actual downbeat feel in a rhythm – the beat to which we’d naturally clap or 
tap our feet when we hear a rhythm.  We can count pulses in a rhythm pattern.  

hit | One strike on a percussion instrument with a hand, drumstick or mallet. We can 
also count hits in a rhythm pattern.  

Beat | The overall feel of hits in a rhythm as dictated by the rhythm’s pattern.

Utilizing community Jams with learners fulfills the following Learning standards:
Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.•	
Improvising melodies, variations, and accompaniments. •	
Composing and arranging music within specified guidelines.•	
Understanding relationships between music and disciplines outside arts.•	
Listening to, analyzing, and describing music.•	
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The Chicken Rumble

Group Size:    Minimum = 9   Maximum = Facilitator’s Choice
Formation:    Concentric Circles (typical) or Semi Circle or Conglomerate, Sitting 
Age Level:      All
Time:               2 minutes  

INSTRUMENTS
Community Jam setup - mixed instruments and drums

INSTRUCTIONS
1)  Here’s another lively way to start a jam.  To refresh your memory, we suggest briefly 
reviewing Rumble BVS (p. 90) and Stop Cut BVS (p. 87).   

2)  The gist is simple: toss a rubber chicken (gets the most laughs), or other unusual 
object into the air. When it’s in the air, signal the group to Rumble.  Soon as it’s caught,
the Rumble stops - instantly

3)  It’s good to start off with a non-verbal demo - just throw the chicken high enough 
so there’s time to signal a Rumble; then do a Stop Cut as soon as you catch it. Usually, 
a critical mass of players “get it” right after the second toss and after that, everyone 
catches on quickly.  At that point, the Stop Cut is no longer needed.

4)  To build fun and focus, play with the Rumble by alternating low throws (tossing it 
up a foot or less), with higher throws.   

5)  Next, toss the chicken to a participant. Be sure to give the throw a nice arch so
she/he has time to react and catch it and immediately toss it either back to you, or to 
another participant.  Rumbles continue whenever the chicken is ‘flying.’

5)  End with the chicken being tossed back to you.  From there, do a Count In (p. 86) or 
Call-and-response (p.94), to get the jam started.

NOTES & VARIATIONS
Of all the props I’ve experimented with, a rubber chicken seems to stir up the most 
fun while also being safe.  The key is to choose a prop that’s unusual and/or comical as 
well as lightweight, so that if anyone misses a catch - no harm done.

For a lively variation, try inviting a willing participant or two to join you in the middle 
of the circle or front of the group (wherever you happen to be facilitating). As you toss 
the chicken/prop back and forth, you move closer or farther away from each other 
while also improvising comical elements (doing ‘fake’ tosses, tossing it back and forth 
like a hot potato, etc). The entire Chicken Rumble activity should last no more than 2 
to 3 minutes, keeping it fresh and engaging.
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“the rhythm is in your blood.”
African Proverb

chapter 6

Rhythms and Breaks
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grooves (rhythms)!          
We don’t have to be musicians, scientists, poets, or philosophers to recognize that 
Rhythm - from the Greek rhythmos, meaning “measured flow or movement” - is the 
very nature of life itself.  We hear our first rhythms while in the womb - our mother’s 
heartbeats and our own.  No wonder people in every known culture on Earth have 
developed their own rhythm instruments, songs, plays, and dances.  “Grooving” is 
simply a universal and joyful way we humans express our humanness.  

One of my absolute favorite videos, beautifully portraying the integrated nature of 
rhythm and life is called Foli, There is no Movement without Rhythm, a film by 
Thomas Roebers and Flortis Leeuwenberg.  It is powerful and a must see (it’s 
only 12 minutes long)!  Watch it (for free) here: http://bit.ly/177uOk5 

traditional grooves 
You may know that most of the rhythms, instruments and activities shared in this 
book, owe their inspiration to West Africa.  In countries like Mali, Senegal, Nigeria, 
Guinea, Burkina Faso and others, specific rhythms and rhythmic expressions were 
created to mark major life experiences such as birth, death, passage from childhood 
to adulthood, marriage, seasons, harvests and so on.  The rhythms and accompanying 
ceremonial songs and dances were not written, but were orally transmitted - passing 
along unchanged from one generation to the next, often over many hundreds of years.  
In this way, each rhythm and accompanying expression had, and still has, deep mean-
ing, and serves to preserve the culture’s traditional values, beliefs, and ways of living.  

Even without being part of or studying the original traditions, when engaging their 
rhythms, we gain an appreciation for them and for the diverse lifeways and practices 
developed over the centuries by people throughout the world.  Bringing these rhythms 
into learning situations adds an interactive lesson in multi-cultural awareness.

masters Who Brought the rhythms to us
Over the past fifty years, many West African master drummers have become ambassa-
dors of their culture by sharing traditional rhythms throughout Europe, Asia and 
the Americas.  Two of my personal inspirations are Babatunde Olatunji of Nigeria 
and Mamady Keita of Guinea.  “Baba” (meaning “teacher”) Olatunji’s genius includes 
being an extraordinary drummer, educator, and recording artist.  His album, Drums of 
Passion, was one of the first of its kind to be recorded in the United States.  Baba has 
inspired many generations of drummers and may be the primary person credited with 
not only bringing to the West, but also “main-streaming” awareness and appreciation 
of West African drumming and percussion.

Guinean Mamady Keita is also among the most influential West African drumming 
masters.  Renowned for his prowess and facility on the djembe and his immensely 
playful spirit, his name is nearly synonymous with the djembe.  Mamady founded the 
first official school of djembe, “Tam Tam Mandingue.”   To learn more about these 
amazing musicians and teachers, have a look at our Resources (Chapter 10).
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“rhythm and harmony enter most powerfully into the inner 
most part of the soul and lay forcible hands upon it,..”

Plato

chapter 7

Box notation
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Box notation  
an optional skill for mapping and notating rhythm  

If you’ve done the exercises in Chapter 2, you’ve had excellent practice in feeling a 
beat and locking into a pulse.  Let’s now explore Box Notation.  You can think of it as 
a kind of map, a way of writing down rhythms so the core elements of pulse and beat 
are precisely shown.  It’s best to begin with a slow tempo and if you don’t get Box 
Notation the first time, hang in there - it will come with practice.  

Note: Box Notation is optional!  If you find Box Notation isn’t “your thing,” just skip 
this and visit the web to see, hear and get the feel of every rhythm in the book.

If you’re intrigued and want to go on, let’s groove!

SImPlE BoX noTaTIon
First, review page 27 to see how we mapped the beat (pulse) of the alphabet.

Say & Clap Say (No clap) Say & Clap Say (No clap) Say & Clap Say (No clap)
a B C D E F and so on

Note: As you follow this pattern (rhythm), you’re saying all the letters, but clapping 
only on every other letter - only clap on A, C, E, G, etc.  Using box notation, the 4-count 
rhythm appears this way:

Downbeat Upbeat Downbeat Upbeat Downbeat Upbeat Downbeat Upbeat

BEAT 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and
SAY A B C D E F G H
CLAP Clap No clap Clap No clap Clap No clap Clap No clap

The letters A, C, E, G indicate the downbeat - the primary pulse you feel in a rhythm.  
In this example, we clap to accentuate the downbeat .  The letters B, D, F, H are the 
upbeat - the “and.”   If you find yourself tapping your foot as you clap, just go on and 
follow this natural inclination - it will reinforce your feel for the downbeat (foot goes 
down on downbeat, up on upbeat). To make the experience even more kinesthetic, 
try standing while clapping and tapping!

Since our rhythm pattern here has 4 downbeats (four pulse counts) we call it a 4-count 
rhythm (or 4-count pattern).   We verbalize it by saying aloud:
“One-and-two-and-three-and-four-and…”  

When you get to the and after 4, simply start over from 1.
If this pattern feels familiar, no surprise - most popular Western tunes begin at 1 - the 
first downbeat.
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“We hope you’re ready for the big beat drum!”
Run DMC

chapter 9

The Tools -
Drums and Percussion 
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We say - and we think you’ll agree - drums and percussion instruments are groovy!   
And when it comes to getting participants excited and engaged, choosing the right 
gear for your kit is essential.  

Investing in a rhythm kit gives you readily accessible tools for learning and social 
emotional development - whether you’re a classroom teacher or a youth program 
facilitator.  After years of testing and experimenting, we’ve come up with three core 
criteria to help you select the right instruments for your kit.  Remember, our criteria 
are based specifically on drums and instruments that best fit the school/classroom/
youth program environment.  

We can promise this: whether you make selections from the instruments we 
recommend, or explore the many other fine options available, using this criteria 
will ensure your kit provides years of excitement and groove satisfaction.

1)  Durability
The instruments you invest in must give years of playability.  They need to stand up 
to constant (and sometimes intense!) use by novice players of all ages and strengths.  
They must be able to withstand the bumps and falls that may happen in a classroom 
or any other environment.  And, should an instrument need repair, the fix should be 
inexpensive and quick, so it’s back in circulation without delay.

2)  Sonic Quality
Right behind durability is the instrument’s sonic quality (sound).  Some manufacturers 
may needlessly sacrifice sound for durability, but it’s essential to have the instrument’s 
tone create a satisfying response when it’s played.  This, in turn, reinforces good tech-
nique.  It’s also important for good sound quality to be easy to ‘evoke’ from the 
instrument.  

3)  Value
Yes, you can actually find instruments with excellent built-in sound quality, ones that 
are durable - and - affordable!  You just need to shop around and work with the right 
vendors.  As described in the introduction we are X8 Drums fans and I (Solomon) have 
an endorsement agreement with them because their gear and their high-integrity 
business practices meet essential criteria.  You’ll find us detailing specific X8 gear as 
well as instruments from other companies that are aligned with our criteria.  

A few words about plastics: you’ll read recommendations for many instruments made 
of synthetic materials.  We know that petroleum-based materials have serious ecologi-
cal impacts.  It’s also true that instruments using plastic are more likely to withstand 
hard, constant use for 10 or more years, while some “green” ones may end up in a 
landfill after just one year because of a break that can’t be repaired.   What’s the 
better choice ecologically?  For now you need to go with what feels best to you and 
most closely meets your needs.  We’ll offer the greenest option wherever it exists.
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Powerful things happen when Youth become the drummers.  
X8 Interactive Ddrumming programs deliver learning through this riveting kinesthetic 
process.  

POWERFUL CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
An intentional and proactive focus on respect for self and others, responsibility, integrity, and 
role modeling.

POWERFUL PREVENTION SKILLS
Participants experience building the protective factors from the Social Learning Theory.

POWERFUL DEVELOPMENT
Immediate integration of Positive Youth Development.

POWERFUL LEADERSHIP LESSONS
A leadership process that calls forth engagement, focus and excellence.

Conference Keynotes  |  School Assemblies  |  Leadership Development Training

“What an amazing experience. 300 students became engrossed in the message...
and simultaneously beat the rhythm - Powerful. The experience presented a very strong 
message and as the students left the gym they were asking when it would return.” 
Director, Cascades Job Corps

www.X8InteractiveDrumming.com | 512.293.2400


